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From the Day of  Pentecost and onward … is the Gospel Age, the Church Age 

… (Acts 2, and onward – until the Rapture)

(verses 4 & 5) Deceivers with will Preach and Teach a False Gospel – and 

Point to the Real Jesus Christ, but will Deceive the Many with their FALSE 

Teachings.

(verse 8)  The Beginnings … these are those things which will lead UP to 

the END Time Period
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- The Time of  the Gospel Age will not be easy, but will have many difficulties, 

with much persecution, all the way until the Rapture. 

- As we get closer to the End of  the Gospel Age it will be Marked by an 

Exponential Increase in people being Offended about everything 

- Lawlessness will increase … have you noticed how many folks have been 

using the word “Lawless” about certain politicians in the last few years. This 

is more so than at any time in our history, that I know of.  Folks will become 

more hardened toward God, toward each other and have an increase in the 

lack of  compassion. This is what we are seeing today

- Enduring to the End, will be Saved or Delivered … just means that it will be 

so very difficult to stay true to God, it will be a miracle … but those who are 

Truly Born Again will endure … this is the Doctrine of  the Perseverance of  

the Saints… 

What marks the End of  the Gospel Age is that All Peoples, Nations, 

Tongues, and Tribes have, in some way, been reached with the true, Biblical 

Gospel through the Body of  Christ.

This then will mark the time of  the Rapture, and then subsequent to that 

event, will start the Great Tribulation, which is seen in verses 15 through 31.
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These are pointing to the TIME of  the Great Tribulation in which there will be 

Great Deception and Great Strong Delusions … so as, it possible, to even 

deceive the Elect (which means … it will not happen, but almost, but those 

who are truly born again, during the tribulation will be able to withstand 

Satan’s Deceptions)

Revelation 12  and they overcame Satan with the Blood of  the Lamb and 

Word of  their Testimony in Christ … 

The False Christ, the False Prophet who works with the AntiChrist (the Beast) 

in Revelation 13, is prophecies here, by Christ.

He is warning His People , Israel, here … don’t look believe this lie of  the 

AntiChrist, during the Great Tribulation

Wherever the carcass is, there the vultures will gather … this in reference to 

Revelation 16 (the Frog Demons … gathering the rebellious unrepentant 

sinners to Armageddon … parallels Revelation 19, the last battle at the End 

of  the Great Tribulation …)
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Remember we’ve been talking about this for the last 4 weeks, now … the 

Dragon, that Old Serpent, Satan, and the Devil … He will work through the 

AntiChrist and the False Prophet to deceive the whole world, with Strongest 

Influence ever, up that point in history.  No one on the planet will have any 

excuse …

The 144,000 Israeli Missionaries and the Two Witnesses (live on Satellite TV 

and the Internet) … the Gospel will saturate the world … for the 1st Half  of  

the Tribulation.

That will be God’s Last Big Push of  the Gospel … 

But, then no one else will Repent from the Nations…

So, God will pour out His Spirit upon Israel and they will Repent as the 

AntiChrist shows his true colors when he kills the Two Witnesses in 

Jerusalem …

that is when Israel will Repent and Turn to their Messiah …

At that Same Time, that starts the Beginning of  the 2nd Half  of  the Great 

Tribulation in which The AntiChrist and the False Prophet become very very

powerful

and prevail against the saints, massive persecution, etc. (Revelation 13 & 14 

… compare with Daniel 7, 8, 11:21-45)
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Verse 30 – relates to  The realization by all those who followed the 

antichrist that the Bible was correct, that those crazy Christians, the 144,000 

and the Two Witnesses were all correct, and that Jesus Christ, the Messiah 

of  Israel – is God, King, Lord, and Savior and every knew will bow to Him, 

whether willingly or not … Here comes the Judge …

Shocker Realization: Jesus will come back as the LION of  the Tribe of  Judah 

(the Holy One of  Israel) – as God, as the Judge of  the Universe.

NOTE:  Verse 31 – Relate to Israel, the ELECT … this parallels the Prophecies 

Ingathering of  the Scattered Sheep of  Israel in all the nations of  the World 

and bring them home to the Land of  Israel … there are Many Passages in the 

Old Testament that talk about the Ingathering of  all the remaining Israelis 

that will remain in the various nations all over the world, God will bring them 

back to the Land of  Israel and then set up the David, Messianic Millennium 

(parallels with Revelation 20).

Remember, that the church and those who are saved during the Tribulation 

are all in heaven by the time Jesus gets on His horse in Revelation 19 (after 

the Marriage Supper of  the Lamb) and we, all together, with Jesus, also get 

on our horses and follow Christ into the Final Battle (ref. Revelation 19, 

Zechariah 14, Jude)
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